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“It is more satisfying to believe that Kennedy died as a victim of a cause
rather than at the hands of a deranged gunman.”

Engaged Spirituality is Father Joseph Nangle’s reflections on applying the
principles of liberation theology to American Catholicism. It is based on his four
years in Bolivia and his eleven years in Peru as a Franciscan missionary. Since
returning to the United States, Nangle has been giving retreats and witnessing at
the Assisi Community in the inner city of Washington, D.C. He has dedicated
this book to Gustavo Gutierrez, one of the founding fathers of Latin American
liberation theology, and to Marie Dennis, the co-president of the Catholic peace
organization Pax Christi International. Throughout the text, Nangle mentions
and quotes other leaders of liberation theology (Jon Sobrino, S.J., and Leonardo
Boff) and leaders for peace and justice (Archbishop-martyr Oscar Romero of El
Salvador, Dorothy Day, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Mahatma Gandhi).
After returning from South America, Nangle has been reacting to spirituality
in the United States which, like U.S. culture itself, is individualistic, highly
psychologized, and very narcissistic. Because of his experience with the
“dependent, oppressed, and impoverished”(xvi) in Latin America, Nangle
argues that any authentic spirituality must not be self-centered, focusing on
one’s personal relationship with God but must be other-centered, focusing
especially on our brothers and sisters around the world who are hurting and in
need. For Jesus came to call people of all nations to the peace of God’s reign.
Unlike many Latin American bishops, clergy, and laypeople who have
emphasized a preferential option for the poor, many American Catholics lack the
training and the inclination to critique the affluent, superpowerful, pleasureseeking American Empire, which Nangle believes is largely responsible for so
much of the hunger, poverty, and despair around the world. Because of the
wealth, power, and arrogance of the American Empire in economics and foreign
policy, Nangle urges his fellow American Catholics to develop “an engaged,
outward-oriented spirituality lived in the heart of the empire.”(12).
For Nangle, the cornerstone of Christian faith is a proper understanding of the
Incarnation. During his many years working with poor people in Latin
American, he encountered what the poor have been discovering, “a living,
breathing, loving, passionate, and compassionate God who joined with
humanity and shared all of our brokenness.”(3) Those living in a world of
impoverishment as well as those living in a world of overabundance must realize
that Jesus in his life shared “our joys and sorrows, our hopes and failures, our

—Thomas Reed Turner, Abraham Lincoln scholar

“[I]t’s not silliness to speculate that somebody was behind Oswald.”
—Nicholas Katzenbach, former Attorney General of the United States

In his book JKF and the Unspeakable, James W. Douglass, a longtime peace
activist and Catholic theologian, describes the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy as a tragic martyrdom for the cause of peace. According to Douglass,
President Kennedy may have begun his presidency as a committed “Cold
Warrior” (67), but after the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962, he began
“turning toward peace” (321). His embrace of peace, Douglass says, was
manifested in his burgeoning partnership with Soviet premier Nikita
Khrushchev (as evidenced by their successful negotiation of the October 1963
Limited Test Ban Treaty); his exploration of rapprochement with Cuban leader
Fidel Castro; and his decision to pull the United States out of Vietnam.
But Douglass believes this change in policy was anathema to America’s
“military-industrial complex,” which “did not receive his swords-intoplowshares vision as good news” (44) and thus the “signs of his turning [toward
peace] are the seeds of his assassination” (321). JFK’s assassination, Douglass
suggests, was at the hands of the CIA working for the interests of the militaryindustrial complex that demanded a continuation of the Cold War. Acts of
violence, including the assassination, committed by agents of the militaryindustrial complex, the CIA and other components of the “national security
state” (370), Douglass refers to as the eponymous “unspeakable.”
One discerns, therefore, two separate thematic strands in the book that
Douglass attempts to weave together throughout: JFK’s pacifist transformation
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and the assassination plotting and execution. Douglass is confident that the
former resulted in the latter. Unfortunately, this is the book’s major flaw.
Douglass does not purport to offer anything new with respect to JFK assassination research. Rather, he cites existing investigative materials (supplemented
by conversations he had with some witnesses) in support of his argument that
Lee Harvey Oswald, an FBI informant, was set up to be the CIA plot’s patsy (the
fatal shots, he explains, came not from the Texas Book Depository, as concluded
in the Warren Report, but from Dealey Plaza’s grassy knoll).
A large portion of the book sets out the evidence and arguments in support of
this theory and it is beyond the scope of this review to analyze all of that in great
detail. The scenario does involve a mirror assassination plot in Chicago
(involving another “patsy”—a right-wing extremist named Thomas Arthur
Vallee) that was foiled when an FBI informant named “Lee” warned officials of
the cabal. (Douglass believes that “Lee” was Lee Harvey Oswald.)
Douglass also believes there was an Oswald double involved in the plot—a
dead ringer for Oswald who was spotted around the Dallas area in the weeks
leading up to the assassination saying and doing various incriminating things
(such as buying rifle ammunition in a conspicuous way). After the assassination,
we are told, the Oswald clone was involved in the murder of Dallas Police
Officer J.D. Tippit, found his way into the Texas Theater (where the real Oswald
was captured by police), and was eventually spirited away in a CIA airplane on
the outskirts of Dallas.
Regardless of whether this evidence stands up to scrutiny, there is one gaping
hole in Douglass’ argument that calls everything else into question. Douglass
alleges that Oswald was set up by his CIA handler to take the job at the Texas
School Book Depository (TSBD), where incriminating evidence would be
planted, including the infamous Mannlicher-Carcano rifle, so Oswald could take
the fall for the assassination.
His alleged CIA handler involved in the plot to murder the President? Ruth
Paine, a lifelong Quaker peace activist1 (Douglass acknowledges that she was a
Quaker belonging to the ACLU) (169), who had befriended Oswald’s wife
Marina and was putting up the Oswald family in her Irving home while they
struggled through a difficult financial period.2 In the middle of October 1963,
while Oswald was looking for a job, Paine claims that she and Marina had coffee
with a neighbor, Linnie Mae Randle, who informed them that her brother had
recently gotten a job with the TSBD, which was still hiring.3 Paine then made a
call to Roy Truly, who managed the TSBD warehouse, to get Oswald an
interview. Oswald subsequently interviewed and got the job.4
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agonies and triumphs, our dreams and frustrations”(6). He responded to and
criticized the social, political, and economic conditions of his time and his
occupied country. He was therefore captured, tortured, and killed because he
was seen by the powerful of his day as a threat to the established order.
Nangle holds that American Catholicism can also learn from liberation
theology “the habit of social analysis and theological reflection when breaking
open biblical texts.”(19) Such political reading of the gospels, for example, is
not concerned with partisan politics but rather with “the cycle of praxis” which
sees how biblical texts focus on, illuminate, and question the structures of
societies and their impact on the lives of human beings.”(21) For example, in his
reflections on the parable of the talents in Luke 19 and the story of the Last
Judgment in Matthew 25, Nangle argues that the hungry, uneducated,
impoverished masses around the world are not that way because of laziness but
because of an unbalanced socio-economic international system that allows the
rich to rise on the backs of the poor. Poor countries are being strangled by debts
owed to rich countries and international lending institutions. Racial and gender
inequalities as well as other injustices are also part of the problem of poverty.
Nangle believes that “there’s plenty of this world’s goods for everyone, if the
people and societies on the top stop taking much, much more than a fair
share”(24). He also believes that prophetic condemnations found in Isaiah and
Jeremiah also apply in a world “where war-making is often called ‘the right to
sovereignty,’ in our country which justifies an obscene nuclear-weapons
stockpile as ‘safeguards of national security,’ and at a time when even the scarce
treasure of countless societies bleeds away in the production and purchase of
arms”(29). Besides reading the Bible politically, American Catholics must also
become acquainted with the many church documents which emphasize peace,
justice, human rights, solidarity, the common good, and respect for human life
and dignity. Using the language of liberation theologians, there must be a shift
in emphasis from orthodoxy or right belief to orthopraxis or right action (50).
Father Nangle believes that an engaged spirituality must reinterpret sin and
grace in social terms. Traditionally, sin has been thought of as a private matter
between an individual and God. Following the lead of the 1968 Latin American
Bishops’ Medellin Conference document “Justice and Peace,” Nangle
emphasizes social sins such as institutional violence, malnutrition, illiteracy,
unemployment, racism, classism, sexism, the death penalty, abortion, ecological
destruction, militarism, consumerism, and anything else that cuts off human
beings from a full life. He also believes that the “lethal meddling” of different
United States governments in Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, Iraq, Iran, and
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What is Douglass’ evidence that Paine lied about this and had actually gotten
Oswald placed at the TSBD as part of the assassination conspiracy? First, he
points to the fact that Paine’s then mother-in-law was friends with a woman who
was once the mistress of former CIA Director Allen Dulles (who was on the
Warren Commission) (169). Then, he notes that Paine’s step father-in-law at the
time was the inventor of the Bell Helicopter, which thus tied Paine and her
husband to the “military-industrial complex.”
Moreover, in October 1964 (nearly a year after the assassination), Paine’s
father, an insurance executive, received a three-year government contract to
provide low-cost insurance in Latin American countries with the Agency for
International Development, whose field offices “were infiltrated from top to
bottom with CIA people” (170). Paine’s sister was a CIA employee (Ibid.). And
after Oswald accepted a job at the TSBD, Paine supposedly failed to relay to him
a telephone message from the Texas Employment Commission about the
prospect of a potentially higher paying job (171-72).
Finally, when New Orleans prosecutor Jim Garrison, in connection with his
failed prosecution of businessman Clay Shaw, asked Marina Oswald in 1968
why she was no longer in touch with Ruth Paine, Marina replied that the Secret
Service had told her that Paine “had friends” at the CIA and it would be bad if
people found out about that “connection” (173). That is awfully flimsy evidence
of a Quaker pacifist’s critical involvement in a right-wing military-industrial
coup involving the murder of a liberal president because he was “turning toward
peace.” Even if she had been involved in the conspiracy, who was Ruth Paine’s
contact at the CIA? Who ordered the assassination and who were the
triggermen? We are never told. And so, unfortunately, in Douglass’ book, the
“unspeakable” is also the “unnamable” and the “unbelievable.”
But even if Douglass fails to link the assassination to JFK’s irenic metamorphosis, it is fascinating to read Douglass’ account of that transformation and how
it put the President at odds with firmly entrenched Cold War interests inside the
government-military infrastructure. Douglass vividly captures the President’s
post-Cuban Missile Crisis epiphany that we must avert nuclear war to protect the
children of the world who “have no lobby in…Washington” (279). This feeling
was heightened by the death of his infant son, Patrick, in August 1963. And in
one of the book’s more poignant passages, JFK’s science adviser informs him
that radioactive fallout from U.S.-Soviet nuclear testing could be contaminating
the earth through rain (278-79). JFK then sat in depressed silence for several
minutes watching the rain fall outside the White House windows (279).
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Afghanistan are further examples of institutionalized evil (56-59). Both
individual and social sins require repentance and the sacrament of reconciliation.
Nangle also emphasizes “institutionalized grace,” the many examples of good
laws, policies, and efforts that make human life better and promote God’s reign
on earth. An example of such grace working on the global level is the worldwide
peace movement which has emphasized that war is not inevitable but “futile and
never really solves conflicts among peoples”(65). Another example is the work
of the United Nations Organization. Catholic social teaching on peace and
justice is a third example of “a new grace of the Holy Spirit for our times”(85).
Christians are called to be “preemptive peacemakers” in order to challenge the
current U.S. government’s claim to have the right to start a preemptive war (8687). Nangle’s book also includes two chapters on the vows of voluntary poverty,
chastity, and obedience which he believes are other ways for all Christians to
counter the consumerism and sexual exploitation which are so prevalent in our
modern world.
Nangle is very critical of the effect of globalization on the poor and modern
war. He questions the wisdom of the just war tradition by which it is so easy to
rationalize the goodness of one’s own country and the evil of other countries. He
is especially critical of “the disastrous war against Iraq”(15) and the “insane
global arrangement”(61) where the rich get richer and the poor get left behind.
While Nangle is very good at analyzing the current problems of our world, he
has only a few comments on workable solutions for restructuring the international system. He does call for international cooperation on solving global
problems, “the need for world government, (and) the need to curb transnational
corporations”(87). But I think that he should have given more of an explanation
for the Second Vatican Council’s call to work for a time when all war can be
completely outlawed by international consent. This goal requires the eventual
creation of a democratic world federation of nations involving a world
parliament that would create enforceable world laws as well as a world court,
world police force, and world prison system that would adjudicate and enforce
world laws against individuals who violate them. Before such a democratic
world federal government can be created in addition to the existing national,
state, and local governments, the following intermediary steps are also
important: the promotion of world citizenship; much more international support
for the permanent International Criminal Court; a verifiable plan for
disarmament; and reform of the current United Nations confederacy of national
governments in which the General Assembly is not democratic and the Security
Council is often unable to prevent war because of the veto power of its five
permanent members.
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At the same time, Douglass traces the growth of an American ecosystem of
JFK hatred. Beginning with JFK’s decision not to provide air support at the Bay
of Pigs and then his refusal to attack Cuba during the Missile Crisis, CIA
operatives, anti-Castro Cuban exiles (not to mention the criminal underworld,
not even dealt with by Douglass), and members of the military establishment
deeply resented the President’s policies. That resentment seemingly festered
into hatred and fear as JFK appeared to open back-channel communications
with Khrushchev and Castro and make efforts to withdraw American military
personnel from Vietnam. This was followed in quick succession by the
President’s epochal June 1963 American University “Peace Speech,” which
called for an end to the Cold War and then the Test Ban Treaty in October 1963.
Certainly there were powerful bellicose factions in this country that felt the
President’s peace odyssey had gone too far.
Most Americans think of their government as a monolithic entity, tightly
controlled and speaking with a united voice. In reality, government decisions are
often the chaotic product of agency turf wars and inter-branch skirmishes. In the
movie Thirteen Days, which chronicles the Cuban Missile Crisis, one of the
most powerful scenes shows President Kennedy in a tête-à-tête with his military
advisers about using air strikes to take out the missiles in Cuba. The President’s
advisers protectively flank him as he fends off the generals’ verbal barrages. The
President of the United States seems vulnerable and alone. And he was. JFK and
the Unspeakable beautifully encapsulates that ironic sense of the young
commander-in-chief’s relative isolation and marginalization within his own
government as he pursued peace.
That the President’s doomed crusade may not have been the direct cause of
his murder does not detract from the book’s larger message. There was
something radically wrong with America in 1963. But most Americans were not
aware of it until November 22nd and all that followed (including the Vietnam
War, race riots, the assassinations of RFK and MLK, and Watergate). By and
large, politics was dirty and lacked transparency. There were too many guns and
too much organized crime. A large portion of our country lived under a system
of racial Apartheid. We were poisoning our air and water. And we were
murdering foreign leaders (such as Vietnam’s Ngo Dinh Diem). This
undercurrent of corruption and violence, this ugly American underbelly, was in
fact “the unspeakable.” Lee Harvey Oswald, a violent Southern malcontent who
seemed to straddle all the dysfunctional fault lines on America’s psychic
topography, whether he acted alone or not, was a product of “the unspeakable.”
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Nangle is not only critical of the American Empire. He is also critical of the
hierarchical leadership of the Roman Catholic Church which has often been
more concerned with power, privilege, and protecting its institutions and
traditions than with being a prophetic witness against war and social injustices.
He also looks forward to a time when priestly ministry in the Catholic Church
will be available to women and to married men (163).
Father Nangle concludes this important book by saying that the choice for
everyone is stark: “serve the reign of God or serve the empire” (160).
I would recommend this book to Catholic laypeople, priests, and religious who
are looking for alternative approaches to spirituality. It would be a good resource
for parish study groups and for people on retreat. I also think that it would be an
excellent supplementary theology text for students at Catholic universities.
David C. Oughton
St. Louis, Missouri
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JFK, with his youth and idealism and his policies designed to remedy so much
of what was wrong with America, helped stem (and might have reversed had he
lived) the tide of social unrest that was unleashed after his life was snuffed out.
Perhaps only now, with the recent election of Barack Obama, have we come full
circle since that dark day in 1963. Are the deep wounds sufficiently healed? Are
we ready to move again toward peace with a young, idealistic president?
JFK and the Unspeakable helps put all of this in perspective, regardless of
who was specifically responsible for the President’s assassination. While the
book can be repetitious and heavy-handed (it never considers that there might be
even the slightest ambiguity in the evidence), it is an important contribution to
peace studies and American history. And it just may allow us to see the historic
election of 2008 in a new and valuable light.
Gregory S. Gordon
University of North Dakota
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